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Srnalltalk applications are best written in layers to encourage reuse and ease of
maintenance, but this architecture raises some questions regarding communication
between layers. The SASE pattern provides a solution.
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John Pugh Paul White
L

So, umT wwm is the proper way to test Smalltalk
systems? This is a question we get asked often,
and indeed are still trying to formulate an answer

to it after all our years of building systems using
Smalltalk. Of course, there won’t be any one answer,
since the potential schemes are as diverse as the types
of systems being developed, And, for the most part,
the issues aren’t that different for Smalltalk systems
than any other type of systems. But nonetheless, test-
ing Smalltalk applications should not be as “hit or
miss” as it has proven to be. And even those of you
whose organizations have succeeded at fully testing
Smalltalk applications in a systematic way are often
using home-grown, customized systems that cannot
be adapted to test other similar systems. This is not to
say an excellent job of testing isn’t being done, it’s just
that as an industry, software engineering needs to find
more reusable solutions to proper testing, If tools
such as browsers and window constructors can be
created to work across multiple applications, then
why can’t testing tools be created as well?

At 00PSLA this year, we had the opportunity to
query a number of “experts” on their strategies for
testing, There are some obvious things one can do. For
example, it seems clear that we need to develop a test
suite that will exercise each individual method
defined for a class, This is really the old style unit test,
only with Smalltalk the methods being tested tend to
be much finer grained than traditional systems, since
methods are generally simpler than traditional style
functions. And there have been some notable new
tools brought to the market recently that address this
type of testing (as well as other types).

Beyond individual methods, how does one define
test suites? The first thought is to next test the behavior
of a class. But how realistic is this type of test? Tilis is
certainly feasible if the class performs some well-
defined function, and is well decoupled from other
classes. But typically a given class relies heavily on at
least a small subset of related classes, and therefore
must be tested with those other classes as a single unit.
his can often prove difficult because of the different
behaviors that might be exhibited by the instances of a
given class. Moreover, when we start introducing
inheritance into the picture, this approach of testing a
class becomes even more difllcult.

In fact, a more significant testis probably not of the
class per se, but rather of objects. If the goal is to build
well-defined components, then it should be possible
to define test suites for objects independent of the
class to which they belong. This might help us avoid
some of the issues introduced by inheritance, although
not entirely,

The other style often employed when developing
test suites is to generate all our test cases as code. While
on the surface this seems reasonable, and is certainly
the fastest method to test, it does seem to have some
serious shortcomings. In an object-oriented world, it
seems obvious that we shouId be developing “testing
objects” rather than representing our tests through
code, What responsibilities/behavior does a testing
object have? It should probably, as a minimum, keep
track of the tests it is to perform, the objects on which it
is performing these tests, and the expected results.
There are a number of different ways to implement
such a test object, but it should be possible to build a
standard protocol for all tester objects. Once this is
done, and a widely accepted protocol gets adopted in
the industry, we will be able to begin simply testing our
code without having to build all the infi-ash-ucture for it,
as is the case for most of us, Also, it would be nice if a
series of “testing patterns” could be generated by those
who have the experience to make life simpler for the
rest of us who are struggling with this problem.

Like many of the outstanding issues in software
development, there is a great deal of effort being
expended on trying to address this issue. At 00 PSL4,
there was a full-day workshop dealing with this very
topic. We will try to have someone who attended the
workshop write an article to bring us all up to speed
on the current state of the technology.

Meanwhile, we wish to draw your attention to the
review by Jan Steinman and Barbara Yates in this
month’s issue. They review the new book SMALLTALK
WITHSTYLE(Skublics, Klimas, and Thomas), and we
concur with them that titles such as this are long over-
due, As pointed out in the review, this book should not
be used as “the Bible” for style in development, but
should certainly be used as a foundation for develop-
ing your own style guidelines, The importance of a
consistent style across a project is often overlooked by
development groups. It is no different than architects
using a standard notation with their diagrams or
accountants using standard accounting principles.
Properly utilized, a standard style will help streamline
the software development process within your teams,
and to this end we highly recommend that you for-
malize your own style guidelines (along with guide-
lines for design principles, testing principles, etc.),

Enjoy the issue.
The Smalltalk Reporl
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Understanding inter-layer
communication with
the SASE pattern

Kyle Brown
I
NAPREVIOUSARTICLE,lI described how Smalltalk applica-
tions are best built in layers, with each layer having a
well-defined interface and well-defined communica-

tion paths to the layer beneath it. A layered architecture
promotes

● looser coupling between objects
● better factoring of responsibility

both of which encourage reuse and ease maintenance.
However, once you have chosen a layered architecture

how do you setup the communication paths between the
layers? Specifically how do you decouple a view from any
specific model? To discover how this communication
occurs in modern Smalltalk systems, let’s take a look back
at the old days of Smalltalk and the MVC model.

h the good old days of “classic” MVC, models, views,
and controllers came in a triad. When you developed a
view, it was generally hardwired to work with a specific
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model. Later, the notion of “pluggability” mitigate-
hardwiring by allowing the creator of a view to
the selectors of the messages that would be sent
iew to the model. However, this still had the draw-
restricting that all messages from a view must be
ctly to the instance of a model that the view held
odel” instance variable.
rt, this was due to the assumptions implicit in
erverz pattern that was used (in the form of
/update) in most Smalltalk implementations.

assumes that it is okay for an observer (a view)
a litie bit about the subject (a model), but that

rse is not true. To gain real flexibility, however,
s assumption had to be relaxed.
of the major Smalltalk vendors have addressed
articular problems in their recent releases.

orks 2,0, Visual Smalltalk 3.0 (VST 3.0), and IBM
malltalk 2.o share the same general solution to
his problem. This common solution can be
escribed by a new design pattern I call Self-
ddressed Stamped Envelope (SASE).

Problem: How do you define a context-free way
to notify an object of the occurrence of an
event? In particular, how does a view noti~ an
object somewhere in the application layer that
an event (e.g., a button press or a selection
change) has occurred without specifically
needing to have knowledge of what object to
notify and what message to send?

Solution Define a mapping in advance from an
event to a set of receivers and messages to be
sent to these receivers. Use Smalltalk’s #perfomr
facility to send that message when the event
occurs at the “sender.”

he pattern is called SASE because of the analogy
o sending a self-addressed, stamped envelope to

recipient with the understanding that the recip-
ent will send back the envelope whenever an
vent occurs. For example, you may want to send
The Smalltalk Report
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Reduce Development Time

To increase productivity, Small talk developers must take advantage of
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For distribution of documentation, Synopsis supports the following:
word processor files, Windows and 0S/2 Help files, and HTML files.

Make Quality Assurance Easier Too

Quality Assurance groups work with class summaries --- not code!

Products
- Synopsis for IBM Smalltalk $295 Team $395
- Synopsis for Visual Smalltalk $295
- Synopsis for ENVY/Developer for SmalltallaV $395

SynCfassDocumentor
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class already mmikihle in lhc Smnlltnlk mvimnmem. This
includm infurmalion on superclasses,wbclms-ss. and IIKXI
imptam nf all, the documentationwrings rm rnelhcds.

The slruclure of the clnm mmrnary is determimd by a CIaM
dommentalin. ternplwe, which holds a mllwlion d objecls
representing[he dirferem seclims oflhe classwmmm-y. Each
.scpanuc documentation section objet t is responsible for
writing its pmlion of the class summary, (Refer to
SynClasrnOncTemplak and SynDmumc”tationS~ tion for
more information).

A SynClas.Dncumenlor writes its outpul mm a nmv khd of
stream, a w,ord pmces.smshea-n (we SyriWPStrmm), l%is
stream supportsformmi”g lhe text into paragraphs, bold and
iwl ic text, elc,

Superrlas.w.r:

SynDocProducer SynObject Object

Stlbcld.we.f:

SynCfassDmumentutiyn SynCIamDIJCumeIItOrV
SynCafeDOcumenlOr SynSummaryDtmnnentor

Imtance Methods:

ad&umentatinnFor oClms

Add ww for a WImmary or ocl,ws m the LIuLpuIStremn“f
[k receiver. ?he stmcture of lhe CIW summary is
determined by the docum-mlmion template(s) of the
mccivcr. llw tempk~le is determined by .sendi”E the
#templaieFoKlms: message10 the rewiv.r,

Sample Output from Synopsis
an SASE to contest promoters with the understanding
they will return it (with a list of the winners) when the
contest is over,

As an example, let’s look at the Event interface from
Visual Smalltalk 3.0. InVST 3.0, each class can define a set
of “events” that it can trigger. While all objects have this
capability, it is used most often in the SubPane hierarchy
whose subclasses define events like:

● #clicked
● #needsContents
s #textChanged

When a particular object is interested in receiving notil3-
cations about an event from a SubPane (something an
ApplicationCoordinatormight do) it registers itself with that
SubPane using the #when: sendto:with: method.

MyAppCoordnator(class) >> buildView forModek

...
aPane when: #clicked send: #setSeleclion:

to: aModel with: aPane.

Now, at some point in the future, the SubPane will (in
response to a mouse action) send itself the #lriggerEvent:
message, with #clicked as the argument. This will result in
the message #setSelection: being sent to the Application-
6

Coordinator, with the SubPane being the argument. This
message flow is shown in Figure 1.

As you can see from the previous example, this imple-
mentation gives us several properties we were looking fo~

● Because the “to” argument can be any arbitra~ object
(and not just the View’s model) we can send a message
to any object in the ApplicationModellayer,

● Because the “send” argument can be any message, we
are not forced to make the receiver of the message
conform to any particular protocol. We can instead
use whatever message is appropriate.

● This method more loosely couples the view and the
application layer objects, since the view does not
hard-code any methods that it sends to these objects.

The same pattern is used in IBM Smalltalk and
VisualAge in a slightly different implementation, but for
the same purpose. In IBM SmaJltalk, a CwWidget (the
closest equivalent to aVST 3.0 SubPane) implements two
messages

● #addCaUbaclcreceiverxelecto~clientData:
● #callCaUbacks:calU)ata:

The first method is equivalent to the #when: send:to:with:
method in VST 3.0, in that it specifies an event (a Callback
Constant), the receiver of a message, the message, and the
arguments to the message to be sent when the event
The Smalltalk Report
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occurs. A CwWidget“tiggers events” by sending itself the
#callCallbacks: callData message.

In addition, IBM Smalltalk utilizes an almost identical
set of methods for communication between objects with-
in the view layer. CwWidgets respond to the method
#addEventHandler:receiverxelecto~ clientData:, which adds
an “event handler” to a CwWidgetthat is called when an
event (a mouse movement, expose, or keyboard event)
comes in from the underlying window system.
Commonly one of the last things that happens in an Event
Handler is to send a callback to notify an application layer
object that, say, a mouse click has been interpreted as a
list selection,

Coming back full circle to VisualWorks, which
descended from the original Smalltalk-80 that gave us
change/update, we see that SASE is used here too, but in
a slightly different way. In VisualWorks, instances of
ValueHolder understand the message #onChangeSend:to:.
For example, in an ApplicationModelyou might see,

MyApplicationModel>>postBuildWith:alluilder
,..
listSeletionHolder onChangeSend: #changedSelection

to: self
. . .

Whenever a ValueHolderreceives a #changed: message, it
will (actually a DependencyTransformerwill) send the mes-
sage selector specified in the #onChangeSendto: message to
8

the object specified in the message. This implementation
differs slightly from that of VisualSmalltalk and IBM
Smalltalk in that it does not also specify an “event” or “caU-
back” symbol that specifies under what specific circum-
stances the message is to be sent. Instead, in WsualWorks
several ValueHolders are used, one for each particular cir-
cumstance. For instance, if a VlsualWorks ApplicationModel
wanted to know when the contents of a ListViewchanged,
and when the user changed the selection, the Application-
Model would have to register with two different
ValueHolders-one representing the state of the selection,
and another representing the state of the list itself,

Now, one benefit that this pattern gives you is the abil-
ity to decouple objects in different layers that need notifi-
cations of changes, but that may have varying protocols.
For instance, let’s consider the common case in which a
change to one object will affect many objects in a differ-
ent layer. As an example, consider a class LoginMonitor
whose responsibility it is to know if a user is logged in to
the system. Let’s say a requirement exists that if a user
does not use the system for a fixed period of time (say 10
minutes) then the LoginMonitorwould have to notify each
of the open windows in the system to log themselves out,
and would have to log out of any open databases or main-
frame connections.

Using the SASE pattern, each interested object (be it an
application layer object or an infrastructure object) could
register itself on the LoginMonitor (which would probably
be a singleton)? Whenever the LoginMonitor “went off it
would then automatically notify each registered object in
the specific way that each requested at registration time.
The Laginllonitor is unaware of either the existence of its
registrants or their protocol, keeping the system very
loosely coupled. The registrants ordy need to know

● that the LoginMonitorexists
● that it complies with the standard SASE protocol for

registration
● the name of the event/callback or message that

returns the proper ValueHolder
So, you can see that SASE can permit a system to be even
more loosely coupled than the Observer pattern, and that
implementations of this pattern are extremely similar in
each of the major dialects. Seeing the commonalities
allows you to think in more abstract terms than the spe-
cific implementation, and also allows you to think about
cross-dialect portability from design time,
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F
OR mn’ OF YOu THAT H,4W WORKED on many object-
oriented projects, it has been obvious for some time
that the best methodology is a mixture of methodolo-

gies.Virtually all the commercial O-O projects I have been
involved with over the last few years have used multiple
methodologies to develop their O-O systems. In fact,
IBM has standardized on a methodology called Visual
Modeling Technique (vMT), that combines the best of
Responsibility Driven Design (RDD), the Object Modeling
Technique (OMT), and Object Oriented Software Engi-
neering (OOSE). This is essentially the same methodology
we use at Hatteras and the methodology we will focus on
in this article,

A METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW

The basic steps to the methodology are shown in Figure 1
and briefly discussed in the following sections. Of course,
this is not a monolithic waterfall approach, but rather a
systematic process that results in requirement traceabili-
ty using techniques that are natural and easy to learn.

Write use casesfrom requirements
There should be a use case written for each public service
required of the system. The use cases focus on what is to
be provided (see Fig 2), This is the first step in the devel-
opment threads that trace back to the system require-
ments, as shown in Figure 3. These use cases have the
added benefit of being good inputs for test cases.

Write scenario scripts from use cases
Each use case will typically need multiple scenario scripts
to support it. Scripts focus on how the object model under
development will support the use case. They are composed
of time-ordered sequences of public message sends, docu-
mented in steps detailing the initiutor, action, and partici-
pant. h example partial script is shown in Figure 4.

Fill in the object model from scenario steps

The scripts focus on the basic concepts in the business

Mark Lorenz is Founder and President of Hatteras Software Inc.,
which offers education, modeling, mentoring, and products to
help other companies successfully use object technology, as evi-
denced by commercial products such as IBM’s StorePlace and
Hatteras’ 00 Metric. He welcomes questions and comments via
email at mark@ hatteras.com or phonemail at 919.319.3816.
November-December 1995
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Figure 1. Methodology mix overview.

domain, resulting in classes and their relationships. As
these efforts are taking place, class clustering into subsys-
tems occurs based on coupling due to high-level services
provided. This results in details required to satisfy the use
cases being added to the object model under construc-
tion, as shown in Figure 5.

Selling products

The salesperson answers the phone and asks the customer
for her phone number. The customer’s information appears
on the screen and the salesperson verifies the name and
address.

The salesperson asks the customer for an item number. The
salesperson seesthe item information and verifies the type
ofproduct being requested. The salesperson asks for a
quality and enters it. The salesperson asks for more item
numbers until the customer is done ordering

The salesperson verifies the last credit card used or gets
new credit card information. The salesperson tells the cus-
tomer the total amount and when to expect the shipment.

The inventory is updated once the order is commi~ed by
the customer. The invoice and picking slip are printed in the
warehouse. The picker collects the items and puts them in a
box for the shipment. He includes the picking slip in the box
and puts the invoice on the outside as a shipping /abeL
Once the shipment iscompletely sutisfred,the order is
archived, until then, the order is outstanding, The picker
takes the shipment to the shipping dock for pickup.

Figure 2. Example use case.
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Basic sale

-This script details our phone order-taking procedures from customers
OrderWindow requests customerFor: a PhoneNumber from Company

Company asks hasPhoneNumber:aPhoneNumber from Person
script: New Customer
scn-pt:Customer information updates
branch: Bad credit record

OrderWindow sends for: aPerson to OrderTransaction
-Itemte across the following steps for each product the customer orders.
OrderWindow requests productNumbered: aNumber from /nventory

inventory asks isProductNumber: aNumber for each Product
script Product not found
script: Product search

OrderWindow asks name, description, and price from Product
OrderWindow sends sellQuantity: aNumber ok aProduct to OrderTransaction

OrderTransaction sends sellQuantity: aNumber ok aProduct to Line/tern
tineltem sends deplete: aNumber to Product

OrderWindow asks total from OrderTransaction
-End of line item sale.
OrderWindow asks creditCard from Person
OrderWindow asks number, exp/rationDate from CreditCard
script New credit card
script: Out-of-stock Iineitems
script: Order cancelled
-We’re now in the Warehouse
OrderWindow requests submit to OrderTransaction

OrderTransaction requests printFor: self to Invoice

-.–– .-– —,–—–A.–,––––.––. –.
mgure 4. txample parual scenario scrlpI
10
Figure 3. Requirement traceability.

Develop collaborations from scenario steps

Similarly the scripts focus on the public behaviors exhib-
ited by the identified classes to service the requirements.
Groups of related public services called contracts are cre-

ated, both for the classes and subsystems. Figure 6 shows
an example diagram, with an indication of the amount of
detail needed to capture the key relationships and behav-
iors in the business model under development.

TOOLS TO SUPPORT A METHODOLOGY MIX

Using a mixture of methodologies may require the use of
multiple CASE tools, but there are also tools that handle
the mixture, Paradigm Plus supports a number of meth-
odologies, but it doesn’t make mixing techniques across
methodologies easy, It also doesn’t support RDD as well as
I’d like to see. HOMSuite supports a mixture like we’ve
been discussing and has been used on successful com-
mercial product development, such as IBM’s StorePlace.

As methodologies evolve and people move around the
ome convergence toward
an effective mix. For
example, Booths changes
in techniques in the last
year has moved him clos-
er to the mix I propose in
this article.

A PROJECT

ARCHITECTURE

I have previously written
about the essential com-
ponents of an architecture
for your O-O systems and
how to grow your teams
around this architecture.
This architecture revolves
around the grouping of
classes into subsystems
and identifying and con-
trolling public interface
contracts between those
subsystems. This method-
ology leads directly to the
development of this archi-
tecture, which is essential
for your project’s success.
The Smalltalk Report
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gure 5. Filling in model details from scripts.

SUMMARY
We have examined the steps used in a methodology that
is composed of important elements of multiple other
methodologies. This mix optimizes the development of
an object model and architecture. It has been effective in
numerous O-O commercial projects and is the method-
ology most commonly found on the O-O projects I’ve
been involved with over the last few years. The tech-
niques are relatively easy to learn and provide good
requirements traceability.

Terminology

architecture The subsystems and their contractual
interfaces for an O-O system.

collaboration A graphical view of an O-O system

diagram design that shows subsystem group-
ings, classes, and contractual usages.

contract A logical grouping of related public
responsibilities.

object diagram A static model of an O-O system
design that shows classes, methods,
state data, and relationships between
classes,

script A time-ordered sequence of messages
between public ;nterfaces of key

continued on page 20

Figure 6. Object model and collaboration diagram example.
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N THE LAST ISSUE, I PRESENTED the fO1.UWays telTIPOIWJJ

variables are commonly used. This time, I’ll talk about
how instance variables are used. The results for

instance variables are nowhere near as tidy as those for
temps. I’ll speculate as to why after I’ve presented the
information.

SOAPBOX
But first, I’d like to whine and complain a little. Here’s the
essence of my beef—it’s getting harder, not easier, to write
Smalltalk applications. This is not what I expected.
Smalltalk had rdready raised the level of programming so
much from what I was used to that I figured the trend
would continue. Today’s clich6s would become tomor-
row’s abstractions and the day after that we would forget
we ever had to program that stuff. Onward and upwrud.

Instead, I see my clients programming the same stuff
time after time. Here are some examples:

● Unit valuea-If I want an object representing five
days, I shouldn’t have to create “January 5, 1900” or
fall back on plain old “5.” Five days ought to be five
days. Decent unit values would catch lots of nasty
semantic errors and eliminate code that is currently
scattered through lots of domain models.

● Time and date interval%’’Every Thursday this
month,”” 1AM every night,” “every month this year.”
Each of these expressions, used in almost all
calculations, should be represented by an object.

. Multi-currency calculation%There is no reason
Smrrlltalk applications should have to flinch at dealing
with multiple currencies. Application developers
should use a Moneyobject to represent monetary
values. Once the application knows it is dealing with
money, supporting multiple currencies is a snap.

● Drawing edMora-Interfaces where the connections
between things are as important as the things
themselves aren’t effectively represented as lists, text,
tables, or notebooks. A good framework for dhect
manipulation interfaces would go a long way toward
distinguishing Smalltalk applications.

Kent Beck has been discovering Smalltalk idioms for ten years at
Tektroniz Apple Computer, and MasPar Computer. He is the
founder of First Class Software, which develops and distributes
developer tools for Smalltalk. He can be reached at First Class
Software, P.O.Box 226, Boulder Cree4CA 95006-0226,408.338.4649
(voice)AOB.338.3666 (t%), or bv email at 70761,1216 (CompuServe)..
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. Active objectr+Time marches on, but not if you look
at most of the Smalltrdk library. I can’t count how
many times I’ve written an object that keeps hold of a
Process and answers messages like “start” and “stop.”.
Doing a completely preemptive thread safe library is a
lot of work. That’s overkill for most applications. A
little help writing and debugging active objects would
go a long way.

One interesting question is why such obvious objects
aren’t part of the shared language of Smalltalkers. The
boring answer is that buyers don’t have these objects on
their check lists, so the vendors don’t produce them.

The more interesting answer is that the Smrdltalk cul-
ture has shifted from producers of abstractions to con-
sumers of abstractions. We have in our hands the best
tool I’ve ever seen for creating reusable stuff, but we’re all
so busy writing apps that as a community we don’t step
back and make things that everyone can use.

Of course there is an economic rejoinder to this-it
isn’t possible to make money making reusable software.
So what! Good abstractions are the product of experience
and inspiration, not economics.

We need to change our culture. Application developers
need to demand higher and higher levels of abstraction
from their vendors. Framework developers need to create
and publish abstractions, even if they don’t make any
money at first. Vendors need to aggressively search for,
incorporate, and educate about the best new abstrac-
tions. h-Ishort, we have to start acting like a community,
putting aside some short-term gain for the greater good.

I’m putting my time where my mouth is by putting my
unit testing framework in the public domain. I’m also
preparing my multi-currency framework for public con-
sumption (it’ll be a few months, but I’ll get there).

INSTANCEVARIABLES
The temporary variables boiled down to a simple set of
patterns. You can use a temp to:

● cache a value for performance
● hold a value of a side-effecting expression
● explain a complex expression
● collect results from a complex enumeration

I discovered these uses by looking at every method in the
system that uses temporary variables and classifying
them. Pretty soon the first three classifications became
clear. After awhile I had to add a fourth.
The Smalltalk Report
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When I tried to do the same thing for instance variables
all I got was a muddle. I came up with nine uses. Where
temps were clear, however, these nine uses are not. You
can classi& one variable as two or three at once. I also
invented three (mostly orthogonal) styles of usage of
instance variables,

Ward Cunningham and I tried to figure out why
instance variables are so much harder to pin down than
temps. I wasn’t satisfied with our answer, but here it is:
Temporary variables are tactical. They are created to
resolve a set of constraints that only exist within the scope
of a single method. Instance variables ae often created to
solve much bigger problems, problems that may span
many objects.

In the process of writing a handbook for software engi-
neering, we’ve been much more successful at canonizing
coding practice than design or analysis practice. The deci-
sion to create an instance variable goes back to design or
even analysis. It shouldn’t be surprising that the result
isn’t crystal clear.

Styles
Having successfully lowered your expectations, here are
the three styles I’ve found so far:

1. Private
Z. Public
3. Acquaintance

Private. These are instance variables that are a simple
part of an object. They are used almost exclusively by the
object itself within its own methods. A good example is
the Visual Smalltalk version of OrderedColletion. It has
variables startPosition, stopPosition, and contents. No
object outside of the OrderedCollectionhas any need for the
values of these variables.

Public. These are instance variables that are more com-
plex parts of an object. They are often made available to
the outside world for further processing. Frequently, they
hold objects that are complex in their own right. However,
if the referring object didn’t exist, the object referred to by
the variable wouldn’t need to exist. Panes in Visual
Smalltalk have an instance variable “pen” which holds a
Pen. If you want to draw on a Pane, you need its pen. You
can often improve your design by shifting responsibility
into an object and making some of its public instance
variables private.

Acquaintance. These are variables that are there for con-
venience, but don’t imply the sort of ownership of a pri-
vate or public instance variable. Stieam’s instance variable
“colletion” is an acquaintance. If you have an Array you
need to stream over, you could send it along with every
message to the Stream (nextPut:on:, nextProm:). The proto-
col would be much u~ler and there would be a greater
chance of errors if you used different collections at differ-
ent times. Thus, Streams get acquainted with one and only
one collection.
November-December 1995 13
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continued on page 20
Uses
Here are the nine uses I’ve found so far:

1. Parent
2. Child
3. Name
4. Properties
5. Map
6. Current state/stiategy
7. Pluggable selector/block
8. Cache
9, Flag

Parent. Sometimes an owned object needs to acquaint
itself with its owner. The owner provides context for
calculations, VisualWorks’ VisualPart has an instance
variable “container” that points to the containing
VisualComponent. You can improve your designs by
passing more context into the owned object and elimi-
nating parent variables. This allows one object to be
“owned” by several others.

Child. In tree structures, intenor nodes need a variable to
hold a collection of children. VisualWorks’ CompositePart
has a variable “components” that contains an Ordered-
Colletion of VisualComponents.

Name. If everyone who refers to an object must use the
same key to identify it, the object needs a variable (prob-
14
ably public) to hold the key. You wouldn’t want two clients
to access the same Account with different numbers.
Sometimes you can improve a design by replacing name
variables with a Map(see below) in the owning object.

Properties. Every instance of a class has the same vari-
ables. What happens when every instance needs differ-
ent variables? Visual Smalltalk Panes, for example, have a
host of optional values that can be (but don’t need to be)
set. Such an object needs a variable to hold a Dictionary
mapping names to values. Unlike a Map (see below), a
Proper@ Dicbonary’s values are heterogeneous. You can
often improve a design by figuring out what the invari-
ant state is, or finding distinct clusters of properties that
can form their own objects (the pattern Whole Value
addresses this issue).

Map. Objects hold all the state associated with them. That
is, if the system has a number connected with a particular
object, that object generally has an instance variable to
hold the number. However, when an object is added to
the system and it needs to associate new information with
an existing object, adding a variable to the existing object
would clutter it up. For example, Visual Smalltalk’s
ObjectFiler andVisualWorks’ BOSSassociate fde offsets with
objects. It wouldn’t make sense to add a “fileOffset”
instance variable to Object. Instead, each ObjectFiler keeps
an Identi@Dictiona~ mapping objects to file offsets.
Unlike Properties, Maps have homogeneous values. Some-
times you can improve designs by moving state out of an
object and into a Map,or vice versa.

Current state/strategy. When you use the State Object or
Strategy Object pattern, you need a place to put the cur-
rent state or strategy. VisualWorks’ UIBuilder has an
instance variable “policy” that holds an object that will
create user interface widgets.

Ffug. When you have simple variable behavior where an
object can be in one of two states, the object needs a
variable to hold a Boolean to signify the state.
VisualWorks’ ParagraphEditor has a flag called
“textHasChanged.” It is true if the text has been edited. If
you have lots of flags, or if a flag shows up in lots of meth-
ods, you can improve your designs by introducing a State
Object or Strategy (see above).

Pluggable selectorlblock. Every instance of a class has
the same behavior but different state. Sometimes you
need a little variable in behavior, but not enough to war-
rant creating a whole new class. Objects with slightly
variable behavior need an instance variable to hold
either a Symbol to be performed or a Block to be evaluat-
ed. Visual Smalltalk’s ListPane has an optional
printSelector that is performed on the objects in the list to
get the strings to display.
The Smalltalk Report



Objectsecurity JayAlmarode
I
N snwl.r+usrm SMAmrALXSYSTEMS, the entire image of
objects is available to read and write. You can think of
tbe image as your private universe of objects, and as

long as you can get a reference to an object, you can send
it any message, even one revealing internal state or caus-
ing unintended side-effects. As a client implementation
technology, single-user Smalltalk provides enough secu-
rity for most applications, since any object that is mani-
fested in the client is inherently not secure in the first
place. As a tool for server implementation, however,
multi-user Smalltalk must provide much more security. A
server Smalltalk must handle requests from many users
running a variety of applications that require different
accessibility of objects. This column describes different
kinds of object security and examples of how to utilize
these security mechanisms.

There are many different ways to achieve object secu-
rity. The first defense is to prevent unauthorized users
from entering the system in the first place, This is usually
achieved by requiring users to log into the server supply-
ing a user name and password. The popular press is full of
horror stones about hackers and password-guessing pro-
grams, but this mechanism is fairly effective in preventing
casual intrusion into a system. To prevent intrusion by
hardcore thieves, other barriers must be erected.

In GemStone Smalltalk, a user is represented by an
instance of class UserProfile, Among other things, a
UserProfile contains the user’s unique username, pass-
word (encrypted, of course), privileges (that specify
which system operations the user is allowed to exe-
cute), default segment (to be discussed later), and
groups (a set of symbols indicating to which named
groups the user belongs). The set of all UserProfiles is
maintained in a global set called “AllUsers”.One way for
an administrator to add a new user to the system is to
execute the following

AllUsers addNewUserWithId:#Userl
password: ‘pass5698word’

Usirm Smalltalk since 1986, Jav Almarode has built CA5E tools.
inte;aces to relational databa~es, multi-user classes, and query
sub-systems. He is currently a Senior Software Engineer at
GemStone Systems Inc., and can be reached at almarode@slc,com,
November-December 1995
This operation can only be invoked by an existing user
who has the explicit privilege to add new users (more on
privileged operations later). In a vanilla GemStone sys-
tem, there are three pre-existing users: SystemUser,
DataCurator, and GcUser. SystemUser is omnipotent and
can touch any object without restriction; this user
account should only be used for system upgrades.
DataCurator is the account used for general system
administration functions, such as adding new users or
performing a full backup of object memory. The GcUser
account is used to control a background process that
garbage collects objects during a recent series of trans-
actions. Once a user has logged into GemStone, the user
can access his/her UserProfile object by sending the mes-
sage “System myUserProfile”. This can be useful as a pro-
grammatic way to determine who is the current user.
The class UserProfile defines a number of useful meth-
ods including ones to change the user password, add or
remove a group name from the set of groups, and list the
user’s privileges.

Mhough a user can log into the system, it is still nec-
essary to be able to restrict users from reading or writing
particular objects, In GemStone, every object is assigned
an instance of class Segment. A segment is an object used
to specify authorizations for objects assigned to that seg-
ment. The ordy users who may read or write a particular
object are those who are granted authorization to do so
by the segment to which the object belongs. A segment
has nothing to do with the physical layout or location of
an objec~ it provides a way to group similar objects for
security purposes.

A segment provides the means to exercise authoriza-
tion control over all objects that reference that segment.
A segment has an ownev typically the user who created
the segment. The segment’s owner can change the
authorizations that the segment grants. There are three
levels of authorization: #read, #write, and #none. As you
might expect, #read authorization means that the objects
that reference that segment may only be read, #write
authorization means that the objects may be read or
written, and #none means that the objects cannot be
read or written.

A segment can grant authorizations to three designa-
tions of users: the owner of the segment, named groups of
15
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users, and all users (commonly called the world). Thus, a
segment could be created that grants read and write
authorization to the owner, read authorization to a group
named #friends, read and write authorization to a group
named #trustedFziends, and no authorization to the rest of
the world. The following code illustrates how to create a
segment with these characteristics:

I newSegment I
“create the segment”
new%grnent:= Segment newIzWpository SystemRepository.
“bydefault, the owner of the new segment is the user
who created it”

newsegment ownerAuthorization: #write.
newsegment group: #friends authorization: #read.
newSegment group: #hustedFziends authorization #write.

newfiegment worldAuthorization: #none.

“put the segment in a global variable for later use”
UserGlobalsat: #hustedFriendsSegment puk newSegment.

In this example, the group names must exist in the global
set of named groups called AllGroups.AllGroupsis a set of
symbols that resides in a segment owned by DataCurator;
16
thus, only DataCuratorand SystemUser may add or remove
named groups.

To assign the segment of an object, simply send the
message “assignToSegmertk aSegment” to the object. For
this operation to succeed, the user must have write
authorization for the object’s current segment and the
new segment. This operation only affects the receiver of
the message, not any nested subobjects. To change the
segment of the receiver and any logical subobjects, send
the message “changeToSegment: aSegment.” Any new
classes you implement should follow this same conven-
tion and reimplement “changeToSegmenti” if necessary. In
general, you should use “changeToSegmenti” to assign a
new segment for an object.

When you create new objects, the system automatical-
ly assigns them to the system’s current default segment.
When you initially log in, this is the same as the default
segment maintained in your UserProfile. You can change
the system’s current segment by executing “System
currentSegmenk aSegment.” Any new objects that you cre-
ate will be placed in the new segment. If given the privi-
lege to do so by your system administrator, you can
change your default segment by executing “System
myUserProfile defaultiegmenti aSegment.” This does not
take effect until you commit your transaction, log out,
and log back in again.

Segments are a flexible way to prevent unauthorized
users from accessing specific objects. Support for autho-
rization enforcement must be implemented in the
SmaUtalk virtual machine for two reasons: It must be
implemented at the lowest level of basic object access to
prevent users from circumventing the authorization
checking, and it must be implemented as efficiently as
possible for performance reasons. After all, authorization
checking wifl occur the first time each object is accessed
in a transaction.

In some cases, a developer wants to prevent certain
objects horn being accessed in other cases, a developer

Table 1. Method access accorded by privileges in GemStone.

TypeofPrivilege

SystemControl

5e$sionAccess

U5erPassword

DefaultSegment

OtherPassword

$egmentCreation

SegmentPmtection

Statistics

FileContml

GarbageCollection

PrivilegedMethods

5ystemIshutDown,5topOtherSessions,wspendl.ogins,

rewmeLogins

5yrtemI currentSessions,current5essionNames,

stopOther$essions,descriptionOfSession:

UserPmfileIoldPassword:newPassword:

UserPmtileI defaultSegment

UserPmlileI password:

SegmentI newlnllepository

SegmentI group:authorization:,ownerAuthorization,

worldAuthonzation:

“methodsto gathersystem-widestatistics”

“methodsto backupobjectmemory,replicateobject

memory,createadditionalfile extents,etc.”

“methodsto initiateandcontrolgarbagecollection”
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wants to prevent certain behavior from being executed by
specific users. This is easily implemented, either program-
maticrdly or by using segments. To implement this capabil-
ity programmatically, you can explicitly check for a specific
user or group of users in the method you wish to restrict.
For example, the foflowing method only allows members of
the group WustedFriends to execute the given method

method: Person
driveMyCar

“determine if the current user belongs to the group of
trusted friends”
(System myUserProfile groups includesValue:
#bustedFriends)

ifPalse: [ self errorNotAUowedToDriveMyCar].

‘perfomr the act of driving the receiver’s car”

This technique has the advantage of being visibly explicit
in the source code, and you can compose a specific error
message when the error condition occurs.

The other technique is to use segments to restict
behavior execution. Since a CompiledMethodmust be read
before its bytecodes can be executed, placing the
CompiledMethod in a restrictive segment can prevent
unauthorized users from executing the behavior. The fol-
lowing code shows how to do this.

(Person compiledMethodAk #driveMyCar)
changeToSegmenk trustedFriendsSegment

This technique has the advantage of better performance
and cannot be circumvented by interrupting program
execution and executing internal code by hand.

Previously I mentioned that each UserProfile main-
tains the privileges for the user. The privileges for a user
determine whether the user is allowed to execute cer-
tain system functions typically performed by the system
administrator. Privileges are more powerful than seg-
ment authorization because a user with the appropriate
privilege can always change the segment authorization
scheme by sending a privileged message. Table 1 lists
the types of privileges in GemStone and some of the
specific methods that can be invoked when the privi-
lege is granted.

To achieve object security in production systems, the
system must support authorization control at the lowest
levels. Segments with underlying virtual machine support
provide one flexible way to exercise control over access to
objects. In a client/server environment, this is one com-
ponent in overall system security In addition to exercis-
ing authorization control (enforcing a policy of user
access), a server also must reliably identify principals
attempting to use a system resource. This is called
authentication. A server Smalltalk can support authenti-
cation by utifizing existing schemes, such as kerberos.
Together, authentication and authorization are necessary
components to building truly secure systems.
November-December 1995 17



SMALLTALKWITHSTYLE

reviewed by Jan Steinman & Barbara Yates
SMALITALXWITHSTYLE
Skublics, S., E.J. Klirnas, and DA. Thomas
Prentice Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ
ISBN 0-13-165549-3

I
N OUR JUNE 1gg5 COLUMN(Managing project docu-
ments) we mentioned the importance of having a style
guide within your organization, but we weren’t able to

suggest any that you could walk into a bookstore and take
home. Until now, we have pointed our clients to a 1986
00PSLA poster paper by Roxie Rochat and an internal
Allen-Bradley Smalltalk style guide by Ed Klimas as start-
ing points. This book fills the gap, and is long overdue. It
belongs with every Smalltalk project team.

Smurrmcm STYLEis not an “intro to Smalltalk” book.
The authors provide references to several other texts for
the novice to read to become acquainted with Smalltalk
dialects, but this book is mostly dialect-independent,
which deserves special applause.

HOW TO USETHE BOOK
The 126 guidelines are grouped into five chapters by
topic naming (guidelines 1–34), comments (guidelines
3548), formatting (guidelines 49-69), reuse (guidelines
7k90), and tips (guidelines 91–126). A glossary includes
basic terms, and the Preface includes some good stuff that
should not be skipped,

This book should be read cover to cover the first time,
rather than used strictly as a reference book with random
access to guidelines via the index, because the prose lead-
ing up to the numbered guidelines is essential to grasping
the authors’ full meaning for the guideline. The examples
following most guidelines are required reading too!
Finally there are boxed notes or “tips” sprinkled through-
out the chapters that contain very helpful information.

A recent thread in comp.lang.smalltalk about
SmaUtalk code formatting shows how religious an issue
such a topic is; the same is true about a lot of the guide-
lines in this book. You’ll find experienced Smalltalkers
have strong opinions both favoring and opposing some
of these guidelines. This book’s value is not in dictating a
standard to be followed, but in collecting in one place
the combined wisdom of many Smalltalk programmers
18
who have been writing and reading Smalhalk code for
over a decade,

Some guidelines may appear deceptively obvious. You
may ask yourself “who would think of doing such a
thing?” when reading some of the bad examples. Even
simple guidelines that experienced SmalltaIkers take for
granted may be novel ideas to brand-new Smrdltalkers,
and our experience in helping organizations adopt
Smalltalk shows that not a single guideline in this book is
too obvious.

Some of the guidelines will be misapplied by novices
without careful attention to their accompanying exam-
ples. One such case is the recommendation to use paren-
theses to improve readability. Some novices will use this
as an excuse to avoid learning the simple Smalltalk prece-
dence rules, but the examples clearly show use and abuse
of parentheses. Don’t expect this to be a Smalltalk pro-
gramming instructional manual-it isn’t intended to be.

DIPLOMACY VS. DOGMATISM
The writers are not overly dogmatic, recognizing that cer-
tain issues are largely a matter of individual taste. For
example, on p. 41 they state “There is no absolute way to
indent and align Smalltalk code. It is more important to
be consistent within your code and, when changing
someone else’s cede, to be consistent with their code.”

One unfortunate effect of this diplomacy is that in
places the book appears to bend over backwards to avoid
stating a preferenc-there are eight code fragments to
illustrate the alignment of brackets for Guideline 61,
which then states “Choose one way to align brackets in
blocks and use it consistently.” This statement of a guide-
line backed up by alternate ways to apply it illustrates one
of the points made in the introduction: “This book should
be used as the first draft for your own guide to good

Smalltalk style.. .The best guidelines are those that people
want to follow because they appreciate the benefit. Blind
enforcement of a matter that is of personal taste is not in
the interest of the project as a whole,”

Although the book is dialect-independent for the most
part, we did notice guidelines that are unnecessary in
many Smalltalk development environments. For exam-
ple, a line length limit for source code is suggested, but is
The Smalltalk Reporl



a nuisance in the majority of Smalltalk environments that
have resizeable, auto-wrapping code windows. Rather
than attempting complete dialect neutrality, it would
have been nice if the authors had pointed out the dialect
implications of such guidelines.

This suggests the need for additional style rules in
your organization that are dialect and toolset depen-
dent, for example, specific naming conventions for
ENVY applications and version names. Keep in mind (as
the authors point out), that this book is a starting place
for your organization, not a coding style bible to be
adopted as is.

For us, the most enjoyable section of the book is
chapter 5: “Tips, Tricks, and Traps.” Unlike the guidelines
in the preceding sections, which are open to argument
and sometimes controversial, these guidelines are most-
ly universally accepted and of particular importance to
beginning Smalltalkers. Some are meant to help you
avoid “classic Smalltalk bugs” such as modifying a col-
lection while iterating over it, or forgetting to send
#yourself after a succession of cascaded #add: messages
to a new collection.

Regrettably some guidelines in this section cover
important topics such as testing in a superficial way.
Perhaps it is more important that something be said on
these topics, albeit very little, with further guidelines in
these areas left up to the readers to develop. Once again,
this book is a template for you to complete, not an aU-
inclusive tome,

IMPROVEMENTS
Although we unreservedly recommend this book, we have
some wishes for a second edition. It could benefit from
the eye of a professional book designer-the layout is a bit
unapproachable and difficult to scan, with numerous
widows and orphans and a fussy indentation scheme.
(Contrast this to an absolutely gorgeous book that is sim-
ilar in concepc 201 PRINCIPI.ESOF SOFTWAREDEWOPMENT,
A.M. Davis, McGraw-Hill, 1995, which should be on
everyone’s shelf.)

There were also a very few outright inaccuracies, such
as the glossary definition of a class instance variable.
(Class instance variables are not shared by instances of
the class,)

Also strangely lacking (given two of the authors are at
OTI, makers of ENVY) are guidelines regarding the tem-
poral aspects of development, which is in many ways
unique to SmaJltalk. Certainly more could be said on this
topic than “Guideline 120 Avoid modifying the existing
behavior of base system classes,” without turning into an
ENVY ad!

Many of the guidelines lack context and background.
This is probably necessary to keep it from ballooning into
a general-purpose SmaUtaJk how-to book, but the lack of
“why” behind some guidelines may cause unnecessa~
resistance to following them.

It should be taken as a tribute to this book that our crit-
icism can be largely boiled down to “more, please!”
November-December 1995
EXCERPTS
To give you an idea of what the book is like, here are some
of our favorite guidelines, and some that we found most
controversial.

● Guideline 26 Do not use the same temporary
variable name within a scope for more than one
purpose. This is one of those “motherhood guidelines
that should be obvious, but we see it violated every
day particularly by new converts to Smalltalk from C
or FORTRAN.

s Guideline 40: Maintain the method comments with
as much care as the source code and keep them
synchronized. Amen! This is the “constant accuracy”
principle of documentation we describe in our June
1995 column.

● Guideline 104: Test classes as they are developed and
Guideline 105: Test components as they are
integrated. Testing is one of the great lies like “The
check is in the mail,” and “It’s done (except for
testingl .“ Expect testing to take on renewed
importance as many large, first-generation Smalltalk
projects enter their second generation.

More controversial is the example under guideline 59
shown as a “bad choice” because “although the Blue
Book,. uses this style, most programmers [keep the left
bracket on the line with while’hue:]”:

[number c= 100] while’hue:
[“more code here
and here”].

This is an example of the hidden dialect bias we would have
preferred was explicit. The built-in VisualWorks formatter
makes your code look similar to this “bad example, and
“most programmers” with a VisualWorks, ObjectWorks, or
Smalltalk-80 background are likely to code in the “bad
style-it should not be discouraged in such shops.

We also find many of the bracketing and indenting
styles would be alien (or go missing) to someone whose
only SmaJltalk exposure was a Smalltalk-80-family image.
For example, an important missing SmalltaJk-80 guideline
is to not lineup columns of text with tabs, since the use of
different fonts will obliterate the horizontal spacing.

“ Guideline 64 Separate cascaded long keyword
messages with a blank line or further indent
subsequent keywords after the first if the message has
multiple keywords. Example [complies with guideline]:

anOrderedCollection
replaceFrom: 2
to: 3
with: #(a bcdefg)
startingAt: 3;

replaceFrom: 7
to: 8
with: #(a bcdefg)
startingAt: 5.

Vertical white space is usually a precious resource, and we
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I BOOKREVIEW

PROJECTPRACTICALITIES
continuedfiom page 11

SMALLTALKIDIOMS
continuedfiom page 14
objects that describe how the model
wiJl service the requirements specified
in a use case,

subsystem A group of relatively tightly coupled
classes that provide some end user
functionality, as documented in its
contracts.

use case An English language description of
what the system is required to do upon
receipt of one type of user request.

Suggested reading
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Business Object Modeling course materirds, Hatteras Software,
1995.
Gibson, E. Objects: Born and bred, BYTE MAGAZINE,October,
245-54, 1990.
Jacobson, I. et al. OBJECT-OFUENTEDSOFTWAREENGINEERINGA
USE CASEDrUVENAPPROACH,Addison-Wesley Reading, MA,
1992.
Lorenz, M. Architecting large projects, THE SMALLTALKREPORT,
4(5):28-29, 1995.
Lorenz, M, OBJECT-ORIENTEDSOFTWAREDEVELOPMEN~A
PRACTICALGUIDE,Prentice Hall, EngJewood Cliffs,NJ, 1993.
Lorerrz, M. RAPIDSOFI’WAREDEVELOPMENTWITHSIWLLTALK,SIGS
Books, New York, 1995.
Rumbaugh, J. et rd. OBJECWORIENTEDMODELINGANDDESIGN,
Prentice Hall, EngJewood Cliffs, NJ, 1991.
Wmfs-Brock, R., B. Wdkerson, and L. Wiener. DESIGNINGOBJECT-
ORIENTEDSOIWWARE,Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1990.
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Cuche. Sometimes an object returns the same answer
over and over in response to a message. If computing the
answer is expensive, you can improve the performance of
the system by adding an instance variable to the object to
hold the value of the expression. You will have to make
sure the value is recomputed if the value of the expression
ever changes, and you should only add a cache if a per-
formance profde of the object running under realistic
conditions shows that the expression is expensive. The
variable “name” in Visual Smalltalk’s Behavior (Visual-
Works’ ClassDescription) is an example. The message
“name” could be implemented as:

Behavior>>name

‘SmaUtalk keyAtValue: self

But because it happens so often, the value of the expres-
sion is cached in an instance variable.

CONCLUSION
That’s it so far. Looking back at the list, it’s obvious that
there’s still a lot of ground to cover. For example, some-
times variables have their values set when the instance
is created and never change. If you’ve got a favorite trick
with instance variables that isn’t covered above, drop
me a line.
prefer guidelines that conserve it over guidelines that ● What kind of beha
tend to make you scroll. This example also shows the class side?
“narrow, non-wrapping window” dialect bias, and a ● How do I decide w
Smalltalk-80 programmer would probably keep each my application—an
message on the same Jine, with no extra whitespace. something else?

Guideline 119 regarding lazy ini-
—

tialization does not address its real
value: providing state sequence we look forward to reading
independence. Better would have
been a brief discussion of base and the “revised and enlarged”
derived state and a guideline to
“eagerly” initialize base state, while

edition that will surely
“lazily” initializing derived state, come in the future.
but this once again treads the fine
line between a style guide and a
design guide,

CONCLUSION
Before looking at the book, we asked ourselves some
questions that we’ve heard from novices. Happily, this
book answered all that strictly concerned style, but
missed some that sit on the line between style and design:

● Should I always write instance methods and create a
single instance of a class, rather than treat the class as
a global and write only class methods?

d

the “revised and enla
in the future.

At least one copy
Smalltalk project team

Jan Steinman and Bar
“Managing Objects” c
cofounders of Bytesmith
helping companies ado
they have over 20 years’
at Barbara. Bytesmiths@a
vior normally belongs on the

hich type of collection to use in
Array, anOrderedCollection,

Admittedly these are not really
style questions, but this book does
cross the line from style to pro-
gramming and process guidelines
at various times,

We don’t envy the authors the
task of choosing what to put in and
what to leave out. All in all they did
an admirable job, and it is with plea-
sure that we look forward to reading
rged edition that will surely come

of this book belongs with every
!

bara Yates took a month off from their
olumn to write this review. They are
s, a consulting company that has been
pt Smalltalk since 1987. Between them,
Smalkalk experience.They can be reached
cm.org or Jan.Bytesmiths@acm.org.
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GF/ST-ASmalltalkframework
forgraphicalobjects

Jim Haungs
A
s SMALLTALKBECOMESMOREMAINSTW and com-
petes with products like Visual Basic and Delphi, it’s
nice to see an important product that couldn’t possi-

blybe implemented in anything but Smalltallc GF/ST horn
Polymorphic Software is such a product. It is designed to
solve one of the hardest programming problems: desi@ng
and implementing intuitive graphical user interfaces
(GUIS) with graphics technology. Menus, toolbars, and
common controls notwithstanding, what to do with the
client area of your application window is often frumated
by the complexity of the OS platform’s graphics primitives.
GF/ST is an excellent graphics toolkit that demonstrates
the extreme power of Smalltalk in the right hands.

INTENDED AUDIENCE
This product is intended for Smalltalk programmers
who wish to add real graphics to their applications. Real
graphics go beyond menus and listboxes, Real graphics
represent application objects as manipulable graphical
objects that support drag-and-drop, and are perceived
by the end user as visually representative of the applica-
tion domain.

BACKGROUND
Manipulating graphics is hard work. Normally drawing in
a coordinate space just leaves a trail of dots, Creating
meaningful figures and animating them is a nontrivial
task. It is rendered (pun intended) even harder by the
wildly differing graphics systems available in modern
operating systems. Coordinate systems differ. Graphics
primitives are neither standard nor universal. Scrolling
and printing are nightmares to implement correctly, Even
though all the major operating systems provide general-
ized driver-based printing, not one of the major Smalltalk
platforms implement any kind of native printing support.

Not all platforms use the same coordinate system. For
example, Windows considers the origin (0,0) to be the
top left corner of the display while 0S/2 considers (0,0)
to be at the lower left. In Windows, X increases to the
right, andY increases down, while in 0S/2, X increases to
the right, andY increases up. Digitalk exposes these plat-
form differences, implementing generic methods such
as rightAndDown:, which are implemented differently on
November-December 1995
the two platforms. ParcPlace and IBM, on the other
hand, completely hide the platform’s graphical system
by imposing a single, uniform layer of abstraction: SPIM
for ParcPlace, and Motif for Vkuah%ge, With so many
divergent approaches, source code compatibility across
platforms is nearly impossible.

GF/ST addresses the coordinate problem by imposing
a lightweight coordinate system over the existing
Smalltalk implementation. You are free to use or ignore
this system depending on whether portability or platform
compliance is more important to you, But much more
importantly, GF/ST assists portability by eliminating
most of the difficult drawing code, moving it instead into
the framework itself.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
GF/ST is a framework. It supplies mechanisms for crea-
ting drawing spaces for graphical objects. The drawing
spaces properly support scrolling and printing muhi-
page printing of large drawings is also supported. GF/ST
is intended to make graphical representations of domain
objects as easy as using a ListBox or a TextPane.

The Graphical Object (GO) is the basic behavioral unit
in GF/ST, GOs are displayed in a drawing space, which

Figure 1.The Visual Inspector depicting a cell GO.
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I PRODU(X REVIEW
presents an abstract interface to the pro-
grammer. This interface disguises most of the
underlying platform’s graphics primitives,
and standardizes the coordinate system
across platforms and across Smalltalk prod-
ucts, Through the creation of GOS, you only
need to code specialized renderings of your
objects; you don’t need to manage thek dis-
play in the drawing, nor their interaction with
the platform graphics primitives.

GF/ST supplies many ready-made GO
classes: text, lines, ellipses, rectangles, paths,
splines, and bezier curves. Lines and polylines
can have arrowheads on either or both ends,
and paths can be drawn as orthogonal (right-

Figure 2.A BrailleCellGO object.

angles only) or straight lines. Group and composite GOS
keep track of several objects at once. A group is treated as a
single object, while a composite allows separate mardpula-
tion of the subobjects and of the composite as a whole.
Host widget GOs allow the creation, display and manipula-
tion of host widgets; use of these constrains the portability
of your application, but are invaluable when the widgets
are necessary and portability is not a consideration.

A GO can keep track of a single metaobject, which is
usually the domain object represented by the GO.
Because it is simple to detect and traverse the selected
object(s) in a drawing, the metaobject makes it simple to
access the corresponding domain object (s).

Because GF/ST is a direct manipulation framework, a
large number of classes are supplied to enable direct
interaction with graphical objects. The most important
notion is the “handle.” The GFHandle class abstracts the
general behavior of object handles. Subclasses provide
more specialized behavior, such as selecting objects,
moving them, changing their size and colors, and con-
necting objects to each other,

One-of ~e nicest things about the GF/ST fi-amework is

6raille
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Figure 3. Output from the BrailleEditor.
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s built-in support for undoing graphical
anipulation operations. GF/ST imple-
ents a completely generic Memento
ameworkl for remembering previous
ject states without breaking encapsula-

on. It also supplies a BoundedStack class that
cilitates creation of a limited-size Undo
ack new elements are pushed on the stack
ti the bound is exceeded, then the oldest
es we discarded as new ones are added.

F/ST also makes use of the platform’s
ject finalization mechanism for properly

leasing bitmaps and other resources when
GO becomes garbage. On some platforms
igitalk), the 6nalization mechanism must

ded into the image. Polymorphic strongly
e use of Iinakation, and I agree with them,
e sample application for this article, I ran

handles, and I could no longer save the
causing a walkback. After recreating the
lization, I had no further trouble,

extensive use of the dynamic messaging
malltalk. For example, a GFLocatorobject is
e that, when evaluated, yields a point. The

tclass implements a default method called
returns a locator on the center of the object:
lf at #center], When the locator is evaluat-

#center message to the receiver, and returns
center of the object. Locators are used to
dges of objects, establish connecting lines

, and evaluate constraints when objects are
ct with one another. Constraints are blocks
tablish limits on or between objects. For
ion constraint keeps an object from moving
lished boundary Connection constraints

d their connecting lines connected and in
nected objects are moved.
framework manages the interaction with

a set of input “tools” that tmnslate input
ject manipulations, For example, selecting
ing is done with a GFSelecbonTool.Tools are

n response to input events, and respond by
forwarding messages to the selected

rop is handled simply and elegantly, and
d drawing of shapes and the moving and
of objects could not be simpler. User inter-
be disabled for output-only applications.

aspect of the drawing interface is the
ntation of the objects in the drawing.
hich of hundreds or thousands of objects
s under the cursor requires an efficient
splay list traversal mechanism; a linear
ufllcient. GF/ST maintains a quad-tree
of the display list coordinates; searching

under the cursor is basically a binary
ssively smaller quadrants of the display,

n) search time, which scales up nicely
ds of objects, An additional efllciency
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consideration is the use of double-buffering to repaint a
damaged window and eliminate flash and flicker when
moving objects around. Objects know their Z-order, and
can even be moved behind other objects without flicker.
GF/ST supplies the source code for all these traditional-
ly difficult but necessary display mechanisms, and
makes them transparently available to your application.

SAMPLE APPLICATION
While visiting friends in Oregon, an interesting application
emerged from discussions with my friends’ 12-year old
son, Nicholas. He had a small metal Braille slate he used to
write letters to a blind fi-iend. It has three rows of blank
Braille cells and a meta3 stylus, You put a piece of paper over
the celh, and poke the stylus into the paper over the cells to
make indentations. Although this is incredibly tedious, (for
any serious writing, you’d use a Braille typewriter) it suf-
ficed for quick notes.what made it more difiicuh was work-
ing right to left, and having to look up each letter.

We imagined a little application that would display a
complete Braille sentence in a window. We figured that
drawing cells was easy a little like dominoes, and if GF/ST
lived up to its promise, displaying the cells should be sim-
ple. As it turned out, this was exactly the case. We defined
a BrailleCeM30class with an instance variable “char,” and a
class variable “Alphabet,” which contained a dictionary
whose keys were letters of the a3phabet and whose values
were bit patterns representing the letters,

A cell consists of the letter, an enclosing rectangle, and
six circles representing the cell pattern. A group GO is used
to keep the subobjects together, simplifying tracking the
composite object’s bounding box As each object is added
to the group, the new boundaries are automatically updat-
ed. In real Braille, of course, the letter itself is superfluous,
but it facilitates learning as you read the screen, and it looks
nice, The following code creates a group GO with abound-
ing rectangle, six circles, and the text of the character

cell
I rectGOh v textGO gos I

h:= 18.

V:= 26.

textGO := GF1’extGOteti char,
textGO ~anslateBy: (h// 2)@ (O - h).

rectGO:= GFRectangleGOrectangle: (O@O extent h@v).

rectGO

fiHColor: Color white;

CO1OKCo[or black.

gos := OrderedColletion new 8,
gos

add: textGO;
addAILself celllattern;
add: rectGO.

AGFGroupGOgraphicObjects: gos.
November-December 1995
The six circles are drawn from the mask in the alphabet
dictionary. The mask contains 6 booleans: true for black
and false for white. The circles in the cell are numbered in
columns top to bottom, from 1 at the top left to 6 at the
bottom right. The cellpattern method loops through each
circle, determines its required fill color and position with-
in the rectangle, and creates an Ellipse GO of the appro-
priate shape, color, size and position. Note that the size
and position are relative to the GO, and that the size and
position constants are somewhat arbitrary. GF/ST pro-
vides a number of usetld units of measurement: twips,
inches, rniUirneters, and pixels; the default value is pixels.
These numbers gave a nice display on both VGA and
SVGA displays,

celLPattem

I patterns circleGOmask fill circle position I

circles:= #( (OO) (O8)
(O 16)(8 O)

(88) (8 16)

).

patterns:= OrderedCollecdon new.
mask:= self alphabet at: char.
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1 to: circles size do: [:each I

(mask at: each)
ifl’rue: [fill:= Colorblack]
ifFalse: [fiU:= Colorwhite].

circleGO := GFEllipseGOnew
width: O
CO1OCColorblack
fillColor: ill.

position:= circles ak each.
circleGO

setELlipse: (O@O extent: 5@5);
translateBy (2+ position first) @

(3+ position last),

patterns add: circleGO.

1-

“pattems

The only other interesting method we had to invent was
the layout algorithm for the cells. When the window is
resized, we wanted the cells to word-wrap in the usual fash-
ion. Fortunately the drawing interface knows the size of its
visible area, so this simple loop worked right the first time.

addText: message

“Adda sentence to the display.”

I word stream cursor cellExtent ceUGOleft right I
cellhtent:= self cellktent.
cursor := interface visibleRectangle origin.
left:= cursor x.
right:= interface visibleRectangle extent x.

stream := ReadSheam on message.
[stream atEnd] whileFalse: [

word := stream nextWord.

“WiUthis wordfit on the same line?”
(word size ● ceUExtent x + cursor x > right)

ifhue: [cursor:= left@
(cursor y+ ceUExtent y)].

word do: [:char I
ceUGO:= GFBraiUeCeUGOfor

(Sting with: char).
ceUGO

disableInterafion;
origin: cursor.

interface addGO:ceUGO.
cursor:= cursor right: cellExtent x.

1.

cursor:= cursor right: ceUExtent x.
1-
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EXTENSIBILITY
Adding a new kind of GO to the system was simple and
natural. Once added, it participated fully in the overall
framework, and behaved as expected. I imagine that more
complex additions would take correspondingly longer,
but there doesn’t seem to be anything closed-ended about
the system, as long as you stay within the confines of its
design. Multimedia applications or 3-D rendering are
probably beyond the scope of the product, Simple anima-
tions are possible, however, given that double-buffering is
already done for you the source code for several demon-
strations of this technique are supplied with the toolkit,

ADDITIONAL TOOLS
Shipping with the system are some excellent free tools,
built entirely from the GF/ST framework itself,

The Visual Inspector is similar to Kent Becks Object
Explorer, It displays graphical views of objects. Each
object has instance slots, and when a slot is selected the
object it points to is displayed with a line connecting back
to the parent object. This tool is excellent for visualizing
complex object structures, and for teaching the basics of
object relationships,

The Drawing Tool is both a simple object painting
tool, and a testbed for experimenting with your own
Graphic Objects. It lets you add GOS to the interface,
manipulate them, and exercise their handles and con-
nection mechanisms. It also demonstrates the use of the
Tool and Palette classes for creating drawing environ-
ments. Unfortunately you can’t save or restore drawings
in the tool, so its use is limited to testing and demonstra-
tions of the framework, but it probably wouldn’t be diffl-
cuh to store the GOS in a file if you really needed to save
and restore your drawings.

The 3D Figure Tool demonstrates manipulation of 3-D
objects, You can add a cube, pyramid, or tensegrity (sort of
a Buckeyball thing) to the drawing area, By manipulating
one set of handles, you can conhol their x Y, and Z dimen-
sions, and by manipulating the center handle, you can con-
trol the pitch and yaw of the objects, causing them to spin
around in interesting ways. This tool aptly demonstrates
the value of the double-buffering technique, as the move-

Figure 4. The 3-D figure demo.
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ment of the objects is smooth and completely without
flicker, even on a relatively slow computer.

SUPPORTED PLATFORMS
GF/ST is currently shipping on Visual Smalltalk for Win32
support for the Visual Smalltalk 0S/2 product is planned
The product is in Beta for VisualWorks and Vk-mlAge
given that these products each use a common graphic{
model across their respective platforms, the release fol
these products should support all supported platforms
GF/ST also integrates nicely with other products, In partic.
ular, you can build your application interface witl
WindowBuilder, Parts, VisualAge, or VisualWorks widgets
then simply connect a drawing interface to a graphics pam
and you’re on your way.

SUMMARY
The GF/ST framework is a robust implementation and fac-
toring of common graphical display techniques. It sup-
plies excellent support for simple 2-D drawings and object
manipulation, It is not a CAD framework, nor does it give
much support for 3-D graphics or multimedia, However, it
goes a long way toward simplifying the representation of
dynamic systems as manipulable graphical objects,

The pervasive use of events in GF/ST makes finding
bugs and figuring out the flow of control a whole new chal-
lenge; tools, locators, and graphical objects send events all
over the place, and magic happens, The usual technique of
looking for senders does not work, because the events use
stored selectors. Perhaps a dynamic graphical browser of
the event model would make a nice addition to the tool set.

Supplying the source code to the system makes it easy to
extend the framework, and it makes excellent code available
for the graphics newcomer to study. In particular, it’s nice to
be able to read and understand the diflicult and platform-
dependent process of double-buffering the display.

CONCLUSIONS
If you do any kind of graphics in Smalltalk, you need this
toolkit. It’s priced reasonably, and if you’ve ever used
Tensegrity, you know Polymorphic’s reputation for high-
quality products. Even if it doesn’t do everything you
need, it is easily extensible, and even Smalltalk old-timers
could learn a thing or two from the techniques it uses.

Product information
GF/ST is available from Polyrno~hic Software,
1091 Industrial Rd., Ste. 220, San Carlos, CA 94070;
V.415.592.6301; fi 415.592.6302; 75010 .3017@compuserve. corn.
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